Single molecule studies reveal temperature independence of lifetime of dynamic heterogeneity in polystyrene.
Polymeric systems close to their glass transition temperature are known to exhibit heterogeneous dynamics that evolve both over time and space, comparable to the dynamics of small molecule glass formers. It remains unclear how temperature influences the degree of heterogeneous dynamics in such systems. In the following report, a fluorescent perylene dicarboximide probe molecule that reflects the full breadth of heterogeneity of the host was used to examine the temperature dependence of the dynamic heterogeneity lifetime in polystyrene at several temperatures ranging from the glass transition to 10 K above this temperature via single molecule microscopy. Contrary to prior reports, no apparent temperature dependence of time scales associated with dynamic heterogeneity was detected; indeed, the probe molecules report characteristic dynamic heterogeneity lifetimes 100-300 times the average alpha-relaxation time (τα) of the polystyrene host at all temperatures studied.